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INTRODUCTION 

The Anatec is a modern microprocessor controlled analogue addressable fire control panel 

built using the latest technologies to give a sophisticated yet reliable fire detection system. 

 

What does Analogue Addressable Mean? 

 

 Unlike conventional fire detection systems, an Analogue addressable system can 

pinpoint a fire activation down to a single detector or callpoint.  Also unlike 

conventional systems an Analogue Addressable panel can monitor the fire detectors 

for contamination or degradation or other faults which could cause the performance 

of the system to deteriorate over a period of time. 

 

Panel Basics 

The Anatec is very easy to operate as there are only four buttons.  Three of which are 

common to almost all fire alarm panels, these are mounted under the liquid crystal display, 

see diagram below. 

 

ANATEC FIRE CONTROL PANEL 

EMERGI-LITE SAFETY SYSTEMS 

 

 

 
               RESET          EVACUATE            MORE               SILENCE  

                                                                                 ALARMS    

 

RESET This button will try to return the panel to it’s normal state.  Obviously if a 

fire or fault is still present the system will return to the appropriate condition 

(if in a fire condition the bells could resound!).  Reset can only be operated 

if first the panel has been silenced (the alarm silenced light must be lit).  

NEVER reset the panel before the condition of the building is known, and 

thus the reason for the alarm. 

 

EVACUATE This button operates the alarm sounders and signals to other fire panels 

connected to it via a network, however any digital diallers or other devices 

connected to the panel via its auxiliary contacts will NOT operate. 

 

MORE This button is unique to the Anatec, from this button all the user functions 

can be accessed (see relevant section for more information).  It should be 

noted that in a fire condition this button will scroll through all current fires. 

 

SILENCE  

ALARMS This button stops all alarm sounders from sounding, or if there is a fault on 

the system it will increase the time between bleeps of the fault buzzer 

(reducing the annoyance factor). 
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USER FUNCTIONS 

The user menu is accessed by pressing the MORE button.  Note:  the user menu cannot be 

accessed when the panel is in fire, you must silence & reset panel - TAKING ANY 

NECESSARY ACTION TO DETERMINE CAUSE OF THE FIRE ACTIVATION 

 

The operation of the menu is as follows.  When the MORE button is pressed the LCD 

changed, the top line gives a list of abbreviated choices.  The bottom line gives a 

description of the presently selected choice.  The current choice will be flashing (shown in 

this manual in bold).  To move to the next option press the MORE button again, to select 

the flashing option press the SILENCE ALARM button. 

 

The menu system works like an upside down tree (see appendix 1) each menu allows the 

user to branch down the tree.  To exit the menu the user must return back up the tree, this is 

done by selecting the BACK option in the menu, at the top level select QUIT to leave the 

menu system. 

 

On entry to the top level user menu the LCD display will show:- 

 

          LAM  PAN  ISOL  ENG  QUIT* 

                                            1) LAMP TEST 

 

Press the MORE button to cycle through the available options, when the required function 

has been selected press the SILENCE ALARM button to execute the function.  For 

example, to perform a lamp test press the MORE button until the LAM - lamp test option 

is selected & then press the SILENCE ALARM button to perform the lamp test. 

 

To return the panel to the normal condition press the MORE button until the QUIT option 

is selected & then press the SILENCE ALARM button. 

 

The available options are:- 

 

 1) LAM - LAMP TEST   - Perform lamp test. 

 

 2) PAN - LOOK/CHANGE PANEL - Fault/Clock/Log sub menu. 

 

 3) ISOL - ISOLATE ZONES ETC - Isolate detector - zones - printer  

             sub menu. 

 

 4) ENG - ENTER ENGINEERS MODE - Engineering menu’s, authorised  

                      access only. 

 

 5) QUIT - LEAVE MENU SYSTEM - Returns panel to normal state. 
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MENU FUNCTION DESCRIPTION 

 

1) LAMP TEST 

This function is used to test the operation of the light-emitting diode (LED) indicators & 

buzzer on the panel.  The LED’s are illuminated 8 at a time, starting with the panel status 

LED’s on the left of the panel then moving to the Zone Fire LED’s and finally the 

processor fail LED & fault buzzer.  After the completion of the test the panel returns to the 

main user menu. 

 

2) PAN - LOOK / CHANGE PANEL 

This option enters a sub menu which allows the user to list all current faults on the fire 

alarm system, set time / date for the system clock and print even log. 

 

 PAN SUB MENU DESCRIPTION 

 

FAU  TIM  LOG  WALK  BACK 

                                             1) LIST PRESENT FAULTS 

 

The available options are:- 

 

2a) FAU - LIST PRESENT FAULTS 

This function is used to show all the current faults on the fire alarm system, starting with 

the most recent fault press the MORE button to show other faults, if there are no more 

faults the display will return to the PAN sub menu. 

 

2b) TIM - SET THE TIME AND DATE 

This function sets the fire alarm systems clock, which is used to time/date stamp any events 

which might occur. 

 

On entry to the date menu, the LCD shows the current system date as shown:- 

 

DATE:      16            05              96 

                                               OK        DAY       MONTH    YEAR 

 

The push buttons on the panel are then associated with the function above it on the bottom 

line of the LCD for example:- 

 

 Press EVACUATE button to increment the DAY. 

 Press MORE button to increment the MONTH. 

 Press SILENCE ALARMS to increment the YEAR. 

 

When the date is correct press RESET to move to the TIME menu as shown below:- 

 

             TIME:     12            15 

                                             OK      HOUR      MIN                           
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The operation is similar to the DATE set menu. 

 

 Press EVACUATE to increment the HOUR. 

 Press MORE to increment the MINUTE. 

 Press RESET when the time is correct the LCD returns to the main user menu. 

 

2c) LOG - PRINT LOG 

This function is used to print the event log the range of events printed can be selected, 

however, printing a full event log may take a significant period.  Each function on the 

bottom line of the LCD is allocated to the button below it, the LCD will display: 

 

           PRINT       000        0045 

                                            QUIT       FROM      TO 

 

 Press the EVACUATE button to increase the event number to print FROM. 

 Press the MORE button to increment event number to print TO. 

 Press the RESET button to QUIT and return to main user menu. 
 

EVENT LOG PRINT FORMAT 

 
Print log output format. 

                         ========================================== 

Event description                                              EVENT LOG                                       Time & date of event 

       Event number 

                                       EV#                         TEXT                           TIME     DATE 

             001     SYSTEM POWER UP V6.03           09:31     20:03 

             002     FIRE ZONE 2                                   11:35     23:03 

              CORRIDOR GROUND FLOOR                             Example device location text  

               LOOP 1 ADDRESS 5 TYPE ION 

             003     ALARM SILENCED                        11:37     23:03 

           RESET OPERATED                        11:45     23:03 

 

                                                                         25/03/95                                                 Date of event log printout   

                                       ==========================================    

 

EVENT TYPES 

Listed below are all the events that are stored in the Anatec log. 

 

PRINTER MESSAGE  EVENT DESCRIPTION 

 

SYSTEM POWER UP  - Anatec initial sign on message. 

ROM FAULT   - Indicates that the fire panels self check procedure has 

     detected an error in it’s computers program memory. 

DATA RAM FAULT  - Indicates that the fire panels self check procedure has 

     detected an error in its site configuration information. 

EVACUATE OPERATED - A manual evacuation event. 

ALARMS SILENCED  - Panels alarm/fault sounders silenced. 

RESET OPERATED  - Panel was returned to normal condition. 

EXTERNAL PSU FAULT - A remote power supply connected to the Anatec has  

    developed a fault. 
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MAINS POWER FAIL  - 230V mains has become disconnected. 

BATTERIES NOT CHARGING     - The standby batteries have become disconnected or  

     faulty 

AUXILIARY FUSE BLOWN - The Auxiliary 24v output’s fuse has blown. 

OPEN CCT ON ALARM NO. - Indicates that sounder circuit x(1-4) wiring has  

     become open circuit. 

SHORT CCT ON ALARM NO.       - Indicates that sounder circuit x(1-4) wiring has  

     become short circuit. 

NET DEVICE MISSING PANEL xx - A device on the Anatec RS485 network is not  

     responding. 

NET FAULT PANEL xx  - Indicates that a device on the Anatec’s RS485  

     network has developed a fault. 

NET FIRE PANEL xx  - Indicates that a fire panel on the Anatec’s RS485  

     network signalled a fire condition. 

LINE BREAK LOOP x  - Indicates that the fire detector wiring on loop X(1-4) 

     has developed a fault. 

COMMS ERROR LOOP x - Indicates that the signals on the detector wiring on  

     loop x(1-4) is garbled, this could be due to short/open 

     circuits in the loop wiring. 

FIRE ZONE x   - Indicates a fire event. 

Device location text goes here 

LOOP x ADDRESS xx TYPE xx 

 

PRE ALARM   - Indicates that a detector’s alarm value is approaching 

Device location text goes here a fire level.  This could be due to contamination - 

LOOP x ADDRESS xx TYPE xx dust or high temperature (e.g. if located in a kitchen). 

 

DEVICE MISSING  - Indicates that a detector is not responding, could be 

Device location text goes here physically missing etc. 

LOOP x ADDRESS xx TYPE xxx 

 

2d) WALK-WALK TEST 

This option allows a person to test individual sensors/callpoints on the fire alarm system.  

The user must chose the loop and address for the test to start from.  When a 

sensor/callpoint is selected for test it’s LED indicator is turned on and when triggered the 

LED will flash.  Its location text will be printed, the bells will pulse, briefly sound and then 

the address will be incremented to the next address to be tested. 

 

On entry to the menu the LCD display shows:- 
          Device location text 

GROUND FLOOR LOBBY 

L 1            A 4          ON         QUIT 

 

                                           loop        address       bell mode 

 

To select the required loop press the RESET button.  To increment the address press the 

EVACUATE button.  Use the MORE button to disable the bells and when the walktest is 

complete press the SILENCE ALARMS button to quit back to the main user menu. 
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2d) BACK-BACK UP ONE LEVEL 

This operation returns to the main user menu. 

 

3) ISOL SUB MENU FUNCTION DESCRIPTION 

It is important to realise that isolating one or more devices will reduce the scope of the 

fire alarm system to detect fires. 

 

LAM    PAN   ISOL    ENG    QUIT* 

2)  LOOK/CHANGE PANEL 

 

 

This menu is used to isolate (turn off) a zone of detectors or an individual detector, the 

printer, or to clear all isolations. 

 

Why would you want to isolate a detector or zone of detectors?  Possibly if building work 

was being carried out in that particular zone where smoke or dust from the work may cause 

a false alarm.  (Detectors may require protection to prevent contamination). 

 

When a device or printer has been isolated the DEVICE ISOLATED indicator on the 

Anatec will flash to inform the user.  On entry to the isolation menu the LCD displays:- 

 

ZONE   DET   CLR   PRI   BACK 

1)  ISOLATE BY ZONES 

 

Use the MORE button to select the available options & then press SILENCE ALARMS to 

perform the require function, the available functions are:- 

 

1) ZONE -   ISOLATE BY ZONES -   Isolate a zone of detectors/callpoints 

2) DET -   ISOLATE A DETECTOR - Isolate a single detector 

3) CLR -   CLEAR ALL ISOLATIONS- Does just that 

4) PRI  -   PRINTER OPTIONS-  Turns on or off the printer 

5) BACK -   BACK UP ON LEVEL-  Returns to the main user menu 

 

 MENU FUNCTION DESCRIPTION 

 

3a) ZONE - ISOLATE BY ZONES 

This menu is used to isolate zones of the fire alarm system, on entry to the function the 

LCD displays:- 

 

    ZONES    1-16     17-32 

                   LOW   HIGH   QUIT 

 

To isolate the required zone press LOW or HIGH which ever contains the desired zone.  

When only one number is shown select the desired zone and it will be isolated.  To abort 

the procedure press QUIT at any time. 
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3b) DET - ISOLATE A DETECTOR 

This menu allows the user to isolate a particular device, on entry the LCD shows:- 
 Isolated indicator               

Device location text                          Corridor ground floor         *                

L1          A1        ISOL        QUIT 

 
                                                                  loop              address 

 

To select the required loop press the RESET button.  To increment the address press the 

EVACUATE button.  The device location text is shown on the top line of the LCD.  Press 

the MORE button to isolate/re-instate a device.  When a device is isolated a * appears on 

the top right of the LCD display.  To quite press the ALARM SILENCE button. 

 

 

3c) CLR - CLEAR ALL ISOLATIONS 

This function clears all isolations on the panel after confirmation.  On entry the LCD 

displays:- 

 

            DO IT!       BACK 

            CLEAR ALL ISOLATIONS 

 

Use the MORE button to select either DO IT!  or BACK, press the SILENCE ALARM 

button to perform function. 

 

DO IT!  Clears all isolations 

BACK   Returns to mains user menu 

 

3d) PRI - PRINTER OPTIONS 

This function is used to stop or start the printer.  On entry the LCD shows:- 

 

           STOP    GO     ISOL    BACK 

          1)  ISOLATE PRINTER 

 

Use the MORE button to select the required function and then press SILENCE ALARMS 

to perform function. 

 

STOP - ISOLATE PRINTER  Stops printer from printing all events apart from fires 

GO - TURN ON PRINTER  Restarts the printer 

ISOL - PRINT ISOLATIONS Prints a list of isolated detectors 

BACK - BACK UP ONE LEVEL Returns to main isolation menu 
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SYSTEM OPERATION 

 

NORMAL 

In normal operation the LCD will show:- 
         System status message 

SYSTEM HEALTHY 

14:45:20 
                     current time 
with only the SUPPLY HEALTHY indicator illuminated. 

 

If a detector/zone or printer is isolated the n the DEVICE ISOLATED indicator will flash 

 

FAULTS what to do in the event of a fault 

Fault conditions on the system are indicated by the amber COMMON FAULT indicator 

illuminating and a pulsing internal buzzer.  The LCD and printer will give a more accurate 

fault diagnosis.  IT IS IMPORTANT THAT THE FAULT IS INVESTIGATED 

IMMEDIATELY AND AN ENGINEER IS CALLED IF NECESSARY TO 

RECTIFY THE FAULT OTHERWISE THE CAPABILITY OF THE FIRE ALARM 

SYSTEM TO DETECT FIRES COULD BE REDUCED.  The pulsing frequency of the 

internal buzzer can be reduced by pressing the SILENCE ALARM button. 

 

FAULT DESCRIPTION 

 

a) FAULT 

 MAINS POWER FAIL 

 

The 230v AC mains supply to the panel is missing.  The fire panel system will have the 

Standby capacity to run for a minimum of 24 hours, after this period the fire monitoring by 

the system could be lost.  It is important that the cause of the failure is investigated and 

rectified.  The POWER FAILED indicator will also illuminate. 

 

 

b) FAULT 

 BATTERIES NOT CHARGING 
 

Indicates that the alarm systems standby batteries have become disconnected or are faulty.  

The POWER FAILED indicator will also illuminate. 

 

 

C) FAULT 

 DEVICE MISSING LP1 ADD 5 TYPE OPT 

 

A fire detector or callpoint is not responding to the fire panel.  If the device is a detector 

check that the detector has not been removed.  The second line of the display alternates 

between showing the loop - address - device type and device location text. 

 

 

 

d) FAULT:  PRE-ALARM 
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 LP-1 ADD 5 TYPE TEMP 

 

Indicates that a detector alarm threshold has risen to an abnormal value, this could be due 

to dust or smoke for ionisation or optical smoke detectors and a high ambient temperature 

for heat detectors. 

 

 

e) FAULT     FAULT 

 OPEN  CCT  ON  ALARM  NO.4  or SHORT  CCT  ON  ALARM  NO.4 

 

Indicates that a fault has developed in the fire alarm systems sounder circuit wiring. 

The ALARM FAULT indicator will also illuminate. 

 

 

f) FAULT:     FAULT: 

 LINE   BREAK  LOOP 1   or COMMS  ERROR  LOOP 1 

 

A fault has developed in the fire detector wiring on the loop indicated, SOME FIRE 

COVER COULD BE LOST thus it is important to have the fault rectified as soon as 

possible. 

 

g) FAULT 

 NET  DEVICE  MISSING  07 

 

A device connected to the Anatec’s RS485 network is not responding, possibly due to a 

wiring defect. 

 

 

h) FAULT: 

 NET  DEVICE  FAULT  08 

 

Indicates that a device connected to the Anatec’s RS485 network is in a fault condition, if 

possible investigate the cause. 

 

 

i) FAULT:     FAULT: 

 DATA  RAM  FAULT             or ROM  FAULT 

 

The Anatec’s internal self checking procedure has detected corruption of the fire panels 

configuration information or software. 

 

j) FAULT: 

 AUXILIARY  FUSE  BLOWN 

 

The 24v DC auxiliary output fuse has blown, any devices powered by this output will cease 

to function. 

 

k) FAULT: 

 EXTERNAL  PSU  FAULT 
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Indicates that an external power supply monitored by the Anatec has developed a fault. 

 

FIRE INDICATIONS 

If a fire occurs, follow your particular fire routine.  The fire alarm panel will sound the 

internal buzzer and turn on the alarm sounders in a sequence pre-programmed when the 

fire alarm system was commissioned.  The panel will indicate what zone the fire is in on 

the top line of the LCD as well as lighting the appropriate zone fire indicator.  The number 

of fires is shown in the top right of the LCD.  If this number is greater than one then there 

are fires in the queue.  To view these fires press the MORE button. 

 

The printer will also print the sensor location and zone description as well as the type of 

sensor that triggered the alarm.  If a callpoint was responsible then the CALL POINT 

indicator will be illuminated. 

 

The COMMON FIRE indicator will also be illuminated. 

 

a)     Fire number  Total no. of fires 

 

 FIRE:     ZONE    3    1    OF    1 

        corridor ground floor  Sensor location text 

 

Loop and address number including zone text are printed on the local printer. 

 

 

b) FIRE:  PANEL 7 : LP1 A1 

 FACTORY ONE 

 

Indicates that a fire panel connected to the Anatec’s RS485 network is signalling a fire, 

investigate the panel concerned and take any action as required. 

 

Loop and address number including the local text assigned during programming for that 

network panel are printed on the local printer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Anatec INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 
 

Persons carrying out system design and installation should be familiar with BS5839 part 1, which is 

the code of practise regarding the installation of fire detection and alarm systems in buildings.  The 
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‘Anatec’ is an advanced fire detection system based on microprocessor control circuitry.  It is 

therefore recommended that ESS are contacted for initial commissioning and future service 

requirements of any ‘Anatec’ equipment. 

 

The following instructions should be followed, it is however recommended that installation is 

delayed until all building or maintenance work has been completed.  If building work is being 

carried out in the vicinity of the installation it may result in damage to the panel. 

 

A. Remove the fire panel enclosure from its shipping carton Note:  do NOT remove the lower 

packing cartons as these contain sensitive electronic equipment which should only be 

handled by an authorised ESS Engineer. 

 

B. Open the outer door using the key supplied, then unscrew the inner door retaining screw 

located on the rhs edge of the door.  Remove the inner door by fully opening the door and 

then lift off the two 1hs hinges.  Place the inner door inside the shipping carton for safe 

keeping. 

 

C. Once the cable entry routes have been decided remove the appropriate knock-outs from the 

top of the enclosure. 

 

D. Note the two 11mm-6mm keyhole slots and the two 6mm holes are cut in the back of the 

enclosure and set in dimples. 

 

E. The enclosure can now be securely fixed to the fabric of the building in the following way.  

Hold the enclosure on the wall in the desired mounting position and mark the location of 

the fixing holes. 

 

F. Drill and plug the wall in the four marked positions then fit the enclosure to the wall with 

appropriate fixing screws. 

 

G. Feed the required cables into the enclosure, then make off a reasonable working length 

(identify each cable).  Remove any debris from the enclosure.  Conduct all insulation tests 

(note the insulation tests must be done with the detectors and any other electronic devices 

disconnected from the wiring involved, failure to observe this could result in severe 

damage to the electronic parts in the associated detectors callpoints sounders etc). 

 

H. Once the detector loop(s) have been tested the detectors and callpoints can be fitted and 

addressed (fit the dust covers over the detectors).  Install the sounders once the sounder 

circuit wiring has been verified, don’t forget to fit the sounder Eol into the last sounder.  

Fill in the Anatec programming questionnaire and return to ESS Service Department. 

 

J. Refit the inner door and close outer lid.  Contact ESS to arrange Commissioning of the fire 

alarm system. 

 

 

 

 

 

Cable Types 

 

A) Anatec Loop  - As for B) panel alarm. 
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B) Anatec Panel Alarm - Fire protected 2-core + screen. 

     

• PVC sheathed MICC (PYRO
TM

) 

• CALFLAM
TM

 

• FIRECEL
TM

 

• FIRETEC
TM

 

• FIRETUF
TM

 

• FP200GOLD
TM

 

• RADOX
TM

 

 

Conductor should be 1.5mm
2
 minimum and 2.5mm

2 

maximum using PCB mounted terminals. 

 

C) Network  -  2-CORE TWISTED PAIR SCREENED (Reference: 

      RS 362-184) 

However, if an alarm event at one panel affects the 

operation of another panel, a fire protected cable 

must be used especially when 8 way alarm auxiliary 

extender units are connected on the network. 

      (Reference:  CALFLAM CWZ). 

 

D)        Repeater                      - 2 x 2-CORE TWISTED PAIR SCREENED (2 cores 

for signal + 2 (on network) cores for power).  Again 

consideration must be made for using fire protected 

cable in the design. 

 

E) 8 Alarm Auxiliary -   As for c) panel alarm. 

 Extender Units    (All < 100m) 

 (output alarm/     (CALFLAM
TM 

> 100m) 

 auxiliary lines) 

 

When choosing your preferred cables you must take note of the following:- 

 
 a) Cable must be 2 core with a screen + earth and must be insulated. 

 b) The conductors should be 1.5mm
2
 minimum. 

c) On the loop wiring the screen must be continuous along the full length of the loop.  The 

screen of the cable should be connected to earth ONLY at the main control panel. 

 d) Multicore cable should not be used for detector and loop wiring. 

e) Different loops or zones or alarms should NEVER be run within the same cable.  However, 

use of 4 core (2 for loop and 2 for alarm level is permitted). 

 f) Loop out and returns should NEVER be used within the same cable. 

 g) Ensure correct polarity is maintained throughout all wiring. 

 

 

 

Cable Segregation 

All cables for the fire alarm system should be segregated from any other cables/wiring as 

defined in BS5839 Pt1 and IEE regulations.  (For example, keep runs and devices at least 

30cm away from fluorescent lights, 3 phase cables and heavy duty machinery and where 

necessary loop cables should cross power cables at 90 degrees. 
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Mains Supply 

 

The Mains supply should be installed in accordance with the current edition of the IEE 

wiring regulations. 
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Connection to the mains supply must be via an isolating protective device (e.g. an isolating 

fuse) reserved solely for the fire alarm system.  The cover should be coloured red and 

labelled  

‘FIRE ALARM - DO NOT SWITCH OFF’. 

The isolating protective device should be secure from unauthorised operation and ideally 

installed in a securely closed box with a breakable cover. 

 

An additional warning label should be provided, depending on whether:- 

 

a) The isolating protective device is fed from the live side of the main isolating 

device in which case the label on the isolating protective device, should read 

in addition 

‘WARNING:  THIS SUPPLY REMAINS LIVE  

WHEN THE MAIN SWITCH IS TURNED OFF’. 

  A further label should be placed on the main isolating device reading 

‘WARNING:  THE FIRE ALARM SUPPLY REMAINS LIVE  

WHEN THIS SWITCH IS TURNED OFF’. 

Or 

 

b) If the isolating protective device is fed from the dead side of the main 

isolating device, a label should be fixed to the main isolating device reading  

‘WARNING:  THIS SWITCH ALSO CONTROLS THE 

SUPPLY TO THE FIRE ALARM SYSTEM’. 

 

Additional Instructions for Electromagnetic Compatibility 
When used as intended these fire alarm products comply with EMC Directive 

(89/336/EEC) and UK EMC regulations 1992 (SI 2372/1992) by meeting the limits set by 

the standards BS5406 (Pts 2&3), EN50082-1:1991 and EN50081-1:1992. 

 

The following installation guidelines must be followed:- 

 

1. External cables must be connected using the cable entries or knockouts provided. 

2. When routing external cables inside the product they must be: 

 a)  Kept as short as possible 

 b)  Routed close to the panel/enclosure 

 c)  Kept as far away as possible from electronics 

 

Any modifications other than those stated in these guidelines on any other used for these 

equipments specified may cause interference and it is the responsibility of the user to 

comply with the EMC and Low Voltage Directive. 

 

 

SYSTEM MAINTENANCE 
 

 

The following checks are recommended by Emergi-Lite Safety Systems in accordance with 

BS5839 pt 1 1988. 
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1)         Daily Inspection Check the system healthy indication on the LCD display, 

check the supply indicator is illuminated.  Inspect for any 

fault indicators showing or sounder operating. 

 

2)         Weekly Test  Perform  a lamp test, ensure all indicators illuminate.  

Operate a call point or sensor to test the fire alarm system and 

sounders.  Each week choose a different zone in rotation, also 

use a different call point or sensor so that all sensors/call 

points are tested in rotation. 

 

3)         Quarterly Test Check all previous log book entry’s and verify that remedial 

action has been taken.  Visually examine the battery and its 

connections.  Operate a callpoint or sensor in each zone to 

test the fire alarm as in 2) above.  Return panel to normal 

mode, isolate mains supply & perform evacuate to ensure the 

battery is capable of supplying the alarm sounders. 

 

4)         Annual Test  As in 2) and 3) above additionally test all callpoints and 

sensors for correct operation. 

 

5)         Every 2-3 years Have the smoke detectors cleaned by a fire alarm engineer to 

ensure correct operation and freedom from false alarms.  

Contact ESS if in doubt. 

 

6)         Every 5 years  Replace the sealed lead acid batteries.  Consult ESS for more 

information. 

 

 

 

             Servicing  Emergi-Lite Safety Systems can offer a regular maintenance 

contract. 

 

    EMERGI-LITE SAFETY SYSTEMS LTD 

    BRUNTCLIFFE LANE 

    MORLEY 

    LEEDS 

    LS27  9LL 

 

    TEL:  0113 281 0600 

    FAX:  0113 281 0601 

 

 

APPENDIX 1 ANATEC USER MENU STRUCTURE 

 

 



Note:  This is an important document.  It should be read and retained by the user of the fire alarm system. 
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LIST CURRENT
FAULTS

FAU

SET
TIME/DATE

TIM

PRINT
EVENT

LOG

LOG

WALK
TEST

WALK

PERFORM
LAMP TEST

LAM PAN

ISOLATE ZONE

ZONE

ISOLATE
DETECTOR

DET

CLEAR ALL
ISOLATIONS

CLR

ISOLATE
PRINTER

STOP

ENABLE
PRINTER

GO

PRINT LIST
OF ISOLATED
DETECTORS

ISOL

PRI

ISOL

NO ACCESS

ENG

QUIT MENU SYSTEM

QUIT

MAIN USER MENU

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


